Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye

Chapters 1 - 3

1. List three things that went wrong in Geronimo's morning.
   
   ◦ _____________________________________________________________
   
   ◦ _____________________________________________________________
   
   ◦ _____________________________________________________________

2. What is Thea's job at The Rodent's Gazette?
   
   a. special correspondent  
   b. editor
   c. secretary          
   d. writer

3. Explain what Thea's very important secret was.
   
   _____________________________________________________________
   
   _____________________________________________________________

4. Who is Trap?
   
   a. Geronimo's uncle  
   b. Geronimo's cousin
   c. Thea's husband    
   d. Thea's brother

5. Describe Trap's personality.
   
   _____________________________________________________________
   
   _____________________________________________________________
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1. List three things that went wrong in Geronimo's morning.

   **Answers will vary.**

2. What is Thea's job at *The Rodent's Gazette*? **a**
   a. special correspondent  
   b. editor  
   c. secretary  
   d. writer

3. Explain what Thea's very important secret was.

   **Thea's VIP secret was that she found a treasure map at the flea market that marked the spot where the Treasure of the Emerald Eye is buried.**

4. Who is Trap? **b**
   a. Geronimo's uncle  
   b. Geronimo's cousin  
   c. Thea's husband  
   d. Thea's brother

5. Describe Trap's personality.

   **Trap is a pushy mouse. He wasn't very nice to Geronimo when they were young and he isn't that kind to him now. He owns a thrift shop and is always worried about making a few extra dollars. As soon as Trap heard about the treasure he was interested, and wanted it to be known that he wouldn't be sharing his portion.**